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ABSTRACT

I11 the study microstructure of nodular cast iron was analysed with a computer
supported image analyzer. Research was done ir1to the possibilities of describing the
spatial nodule size distribution by a modified Saltykov method. The Saltykov method of
describing spheres ir1 space \vas modified by introducing a simple volume correction
factor taking ir1to account the real shape of the analysed nodules. The results are
presented ir1 tabular and graphical for111 and show that the modified Saltykov method can
be successfully used for the determination ofthe spatial graphite nodule size distribution.
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INTRODUCTION

It is known that the size ar1d distribution of graphite nodules in the nodular cast
iron matrix have a considerable effect 011 the efficiency of laser heat treatment by surface
layer melting. In nodular cast iron, the graphite nodule cross-sectio11s are easily seen on
the polished surface of the prepared 111etallographical specimen. Computers are utilised in
a variety of microstnrctural characterization functions - some are quite common, others
are r1ot. Treatments of stereological parameters measured on particles in the interior of a
nretalographic specimen my be found i11 a number of published papers (Rinaldi a11d
Rossi, 1987; Sl1el1ata and Boyd, 1982; Vander Voort, 1991). Usually grain-size
distributions were detennirred by measuring the area of individual grains in the plane of
polish of metallograplric specimens. Area measurement was used because the area of a
non-equiaxed grain is independent of measurement orientation. Various types of grain-
size distributions were constructed based on the nominal grain-diameter. Due to the fact
that analysed particles frequently differ fror11 global (ball or spherical particle) shape, the
modified Saltykov method was used for analysis of nodular graphite in nodular cast iron
(Vander Voort, 1984). For gathering the data on the nricrostructure, a CCD scanner
camera was used supported by a software program for image analysis (Grum and Sturrn,
1995). Measurements were n1ade at a magnification of 100x on a microscope visual field
surface of 0.2269 1111112. CCD camera has high grade 512x492 pixels sensor, image
















